Abstract. The paper develops a pilot study aiming at finding a methodology for identifying features of journalistic writing profiles. The study is based on capturing dominant discursive tonalities, knowing that journalistic discourse entails public legitimacy. We made use of a series of natural language processing tools as preliminary steps in revealing three egocentric journalistic identities. Based on quantitative analysis, such as syntactic and lexicalsemantic, we put in evidence qualitative pragmatic aspects. The final goal of this study is to configure a tool for automatic analysis of journalistic profiles. We have concentrated on three top Romanian journalists, whose newspaper publications have been monitored over a period of three months and semiautomatically analyzed. As a result, a database with their profiles is collected and interpreted. Such a tool could be of interest to mass-media, but also to specialists in communication and public relations, to political parties and to the public opinion, in general.
Introduction
The automatic identification of the features of journalistic profiles, although in the attention of researches in Natural Language Processing, is currently a problem only partly solved. We rely on the human capacity to assign significances 1
[21] of words, accepting the argument that the human beings have the potential to understand the natural language. That is why, current methods for identification of discursive tonalities, by using statistical or symbolic algorithms, approximate the human ability to classify, to identify the author's position and the nature of his opinions. The interest is focused on identifying the linguistic modalities to persuade or seduce an auditorium about the truth of the speaker/writer's ideas. A well-crafted argument in the architecture of a discourse can reveal the intellectual nature of a journalist which has as principal purpose to serve editorial policies through his articles.
A technique for profiling the author of a text is given by the use of linguistic markers that can reveal much more about the author's personality, often, more than he reveals by other ways (e.g. in an interview). This approach emphasizes, in fact, the importance of using a natural language processing system able to extract basic linguistics features on a large amount of texts, that can be arranged as a collection of pragmatic knowledge in order to inventory the features of journalistic profiles.
Such a methodology could be useful for communication and public relations specialists who build, suggest, etc. discursive structures of different public actors that represent them (press, politicians, economists, secret services and so on). One of the reasons for the effort to represent mentally journalistic portraits (identifying the discursive nature of a journalist) is important in improving communication. Another reason is that it can help to improve the editorial policies and thus to offer a better adequacy of the journalistic thesis to the expectations of the community and the needs they represent.
Section 2 presents the state of the art. Section 3 depicts a new vision about linguistics boundaries between I (we) and you, then in section 4, after a short description of the corpus analyzed, we present the methodology applied in identifying the egocentrism features of the journalist profile. Finally, Section 5 presents some conclusions and directions for the future work.
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State of the Art . A comparative analysis of n texts signed by n different journalists provides the criteria or heuristics which can be implemented in a platform for natural language processing for characterization of each document and each signatory of text. When two or more collections of texts, each having a single author are compared, it can be determined statistically, to which typology it belongs. These criteria of differentiation can be: the use of longer sentences, with specific ways of structuring the sentence/paragraph; the use of special means to divide words at the end of the row, using the abbreviations (with points between each letter, with no points, all letters are uppercase), the use of particular expressions or phrases with a significantly higher frequency than the common language, using words and/or phrases in another language, use of quotes; using a specific number/relationship of words (adjectives, adverbs) or preferences for specific classes of pronouns; an author prefer some specific morphological variations and spellings of words (replacing diacritics with similar groups of letters); the use of punctuation, or emoticons that become elements of nonverbal or paraverbal language etc. Simple features such as the (punctuation, functional words, and n-grams) are too common to be used in order to characterize the style of an author. Some researchers use the frequency of part-of-speech (POS) tags [14] to classify user profiles from a transcribed dialogical relationship. Features like: average number of words per sentence, average number of letters in a word and use of punctuation marks are often encountered in the studies leaned towards the profile identification of authors [4] .
